
scott j mineo

scott j mineo

scott j mineo
The equity assessment report does NOT specifically identify ANY examples of black students being discriminated by AOL 
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scott j mineo
If the NAACP claims AOL discriminated against blacks and denied them access to other “gifted and talented programs, then why did they demand a change to the admission policy/criteria?

scott j mineo
Shouldn’t the “Summary of Evidence” include proof of evidence and not be based on allegations alone?

scott j mineo
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scott j mineo
Don’t the words “students continue to be underrepresented” imply an existing history of being underrepresented (at AOL)? AOL opened in 2018
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scott j mineo
Again, doesn’t this sentence imply that AOL has a sorted history when black students “rarely enter the AOL admissions pipeline”?  AOL opened in the fall of  2018, what pipeline?
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scott j mineo
What does the admissions process have to do with the discrimination by AOL and lack of access to gifted and talented programs claimed by the NAACP?

scott j mineo
“Continued to be denied”?  By who and how?  Lack of interest by a black/brown student hardly qualifies as denial of equal access.  Where are these examples?

scott j mineo

scott j mineo
How many, which schools and grades?  Another open claim
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scott j mineo
Are there black only discipline policies?  How many incidents were there?  What were the incidents?  Another open ended claim

scott j mineo

scott j mineo
No white kids or parents were ever interviewed and there are multiple documented cases with at least (1) white student.  Why??

scott j mineo

scott j mineo
What document did they review?  What exactly was “revealed” for the NAACP to reach this conclusion?
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scott j mineo
And so was every other student that wasn’t black.  If they didn’t score well enough, try again or if not interested don’t.  Many students passed on the second time around.  How is this discrimination??
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scott j mineo
Mandatory “Implicit training” for 80,000 students and 10,000 teachers?  On what grounds?

scott j mineo
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scott j mineo
This percentage grew by 2% in the 2020/2021 school year WITHOUT the NAACP or changes to the admission criteria.  These students did it on their own merit and drive
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scott j mineo
And yet, they created a blacks only “Student Equity Ambassador” Program.  How is this diverse, equitable and not racist??

scott j mineo

scott j mineo
They leave out the the NAACP has a seat of the “Ad Hoc Equity Committee”



scott j mineo

scott j mineo
The NAACP has publicly said that “We want them to know we’re watching”

scott j mineo
So the NAACP and MSAAC are demanding training for 10,000+ teachers on Implicit Bias, Privilege?  Based on what?  This is racist and the NAACP has NO right demanding this.
































































































